Part Number RZR-201028
Lowering and Reclining Seat Base
Hardware:

Tools:

8 x 1/4"-20 Cap bolts

3/16” Allen

8 x 1/4"-20 Nuts

5/32” Allen

8 x 1/4” Washers

Torx 27

4 x ¼” Shoulder Bolts

7/16” Wrench or Socket

4 x ¾” Shoulder Bolts
4 x 5/16” Washers
*Single orders contain half the
hardware

Assembly of Latch Mechanism
1. Slide the latch bar through the slot in the front of
the seat base.
2. Place 5/16” washer on the each of the two ¼” shoulder bolts.
3. Insert the two ¼” shoulder bolts through the latch mechanism and into the holes shown below.

Latch mechanism assembled.
4. Place the 1/4"-20 nuts on the shoulder bolt and finger tighten.
5. Place the latch in the latched position, tighten the nuts on the shoulder bolts.
6. Place the seat base in your RZR without the seat and test fit that the seat pin in the RZR slides through the Seat
Pin Guide and that the latching mechanism functions correctly.
7. Some Generals will require a small amount of plastic to be trimmed
that is under the seat base in the back.

 CHECK ALL ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS, BATTERIES &
FUEL FITTINGS FOR ADAQUATE CLEARANCE. 
Seat Base Grommets (Optional)
1. Install two of the rubber grommets from the factory base into the
holes shown by the arrow.

Seat Base Retaining Bar Shoulder Bolt Install and Adjustment

1. Install two ¾” shoulder bolts through the holes in the front of seat base and finger tighten the included nut.
2. Test fit the base into the RZR. The seat base retaining bar that is welded into the RZR is not always welded straight; the
shoulder bolts may need to be adjusted to different holes to make sure that both sides of the seat base fit firmly.
3. Adjust as needed and test fit, once a tight fit is achieved, tighten nuts on to shoulder bolts.
Installing Seat Base on to Seat
1. Place the seat base into the machine and take note which seat pin hole the base fits best in. It is ok if the seat base does
not rest up against the seat base retaining bar in the front as long as the tabs slide under it.
2. Latch and unlatch the seat base several times to make sure everything aligns and so that you understand how the
mechanism functions. Also check for interference and trim any plastic that prevents the base from sitting flush.
3. Remove the 4 bolts on the bottom of the seat to remove the factor seat base.
4. If you have the factory slider, remove that at this time, it will not be reused.
5. Place the 1/4" washers on the 1/4"-20 cap bolts.
6. Install the Lowering/Reclining Seat Base to your factory seat using the included 1/4”-20 cap bolts and 1/4" washers and
finger tighten.
7. Place the latching in the open position
8. Place seat into the machine and slide the seat forward or backward to achieve the desired location and fit. (Some plastic
trimming may be necessary to locate the seat in the desired position)
9. Remove the seat from the machine and tighten the 1/4"-20 cap bolts
10. Place the seat back in the machine and place the latch in latched position, press down so that locking tab is in the
locking hole.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your purchase and enjoy your new seating position!
Does not allow for the use of a factory slider. We recommend setting the passenger and driver seat at different
adjustments and swapping seats with the driver.
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